**ACROSS**

1) Cartographer's goods
5) Eastern U.S. fruit tree
10) Imitates
14) Assist a crook
15) Licorice flavoring
16) Legendary chanteuse
   Simone
17) Gambling game
18) Like the lowest sale prices
20) It's on a cupcake
22) Likable prez?
23) Tenant's contract
24) Plane wing component
26) Big bankroll
28) Cause of waste?
30) Discharges from the RAF
35) Topaz month
38) Lacking the resources
39) Actor Alda
40) Built-out window

42) Drubbing
43) Man behind the counter?
45) Climbs awkwardly
47) Like many a ceremony
48) Excellent Monopoly purchase
49) Aunt of 1960s TV
51) The Ravens, to the Steelers
55) Babe Ruth's number
59) Trucker's tractor-trailer
61) Base eight system
62) Former name of a Colorado River barrier
65) Best Picture of 2013
66) Many Muslim men
67) Very, to Verdi
68) Seaweed variety
69) Mathematician Descartes
70) Hypnotist's command
71) Some ladies of the field

**DOWN**

1) "The Godfather" group
2) Adders with beads
3) Jeopardy
4) Prehistoric monument in England
5) Links number
6) Consecration performer
7) Elect
8) Not straight
9) Baseball mitt part
10) Penny in a pot, sometimes
11) Pocket full of food?
12) Role on "The Dukes of Hazzard"
13) "__ to you, fella!"
19) Of a bygone time
21) Fat measure
25) "Look Back in Anger" playwright
   John
27) Flatter excessively
29) "Love Story" novelist Segal
31) Dessert option
32) Woodwind instrument
33) Vision imprecision
34) Groups
35) Badgers or bugs
36) Toast-topper, sometimes
37) Popular ski resort
41) Stretch out or lengthen
44) Fix deep and tight
46) Office reminder
50) Flynn of "Robin Hood"
52) Scatter
53) Bald bird
54) Feeds, as pigs
55) Alternative to a carpet lift
56) Excavation result
57) Totally destroy
58) "What __ could go wrong?"
60) This isn't working?
63) Bad __, German spa
64) Bucket go-with

**SOLID SOLVING**

MAPS PAPAW APES
ABET ANISE NINA
FARO ROCKBOTTOM
ICING LIKE LEASE
AILERON WAD
HASTE DEMOBS
NOVEMBER UNABLE
ALAN ORIEL ROUT
GEIGER CLAMBERS
SOLEMN HOTEL
THREE RIG OCTAL
BOULDER DAM ARGO
ALIS MOLTO KELP
RENE SLEEP EWE